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Forward
It  has  been  several  years  since  I  have  prepared  a  formal

annual report, so it is now long over due. Year 2016 was overall a
good  year,  with  many  people  receiving  our  help,  and  a  few
significant  grants  that  made it   technologically  possible  for  us  to
continue  to  operate.  This  year  we  built  upon  relationships  and
technology that  we  have  been  developing  since  our  beginning  in
2003, and rose, I hope, to a higher level than ever before.

Our  mission  is  “to  holistically  improve  the  lives  of  our
community through training, mentor-ship, and example”: we succeed
“when our clients are no longer denied employment due to lack of
computer job skills”. 

We are now positioned technologically to serve for the next
decade and energized to make a renewed and sincere effort to raise our training programs to the next level, not
only  in  instructional  technique  but  more  importantly  in  dynamically  adapting  our  approaches  to  the  ever
evolving needs of our community. Our technology is now stable and should operate without much maintenance:
our focus this year needs to be in building our first paid staff and identifying how to best fulfill our mission to
holistically improve the lives of our community through training, mentor-ship, and example. We will need to
recruit two or three directors who can commit to helping once per month in planning meetings, a grant writing
team to identify and develop reliable  partners  in  funding staff  and operations,  and to  change or  add some
programs to compliment the new business climate and continue to avoid spending our resources in duplication of
services available through other effective means.

Annual Reports in general are used by for-profit businesses to communicate their financial condition to
their investors and prospective investors. Such reports normally contain a cash flow, an income statement, and a
balance sheet  with a  letter  from the CEO and any accounting notes  needed to show how the business  has
performed and its ability to meet its future financial commitments. This report contains those financial reports
also, but we exist to maximize the overall well being of our community rather than only the wealth of a few
stockholders. We will focus our report on our performance serving our stakeholders: the citizens of the Fort
Wayne / Allen County, Indiana community, and by extension, planet earth.

Poverty, at its most genuine essence, is not a social condition but a lifestyle. Eighty percent of poverty is
choices, not intelligence or income. For once, the political climate is in sync with a national goal of abating most
if not all poverty. In the next year we will bring more people out of generational poverty through mentoring them
into sustained un-subsidized employment or business ownership. We look forward to a most productive and
successful year 2017.
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Overview

Mission Statement
To holistically improve the lives of our community through training, mentor-ship, and example.

Impact Statement
We succeed when our clients are no longer denied employment due to lack of computer job

skills.

Officers and Directors
The detailed information on Directors  and Officers  is  publicly available  from  http://in.gov.

During year  2016 the  corporation  had four  Directors:  John D.  Nash,  Jr.  who served as  President,
Kathleen Black, Secretary, Philip Lock, Treasurer, and Jolene Nash.  John D. Nash, Jr. also served as
Chief  Executive  Officer  and Philip  Lock served  as  Chief  Financial  Officer.  On various  occasions
Jennifer Perkins, Kerri Packer, and Dawn Brock volunteered as Office Manager.

History of Adult Life Training, Inc.
Our founder and CEO John D. Nash, Jr. graduated Cum Laude from Purdue in West Lafayette,

Indiana with a Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering in June 1977. He began Masters study but
left  in  1978 to join  Syscon International,  a  small  South  Bend company that  provided temperature
measurement and control systems. He left Syscon to join Bendix Engine Controls Division where he
specialized in designing advanced and highly cost effective engine control parts and test equipment
during which time he also earned his Master of Business Administration from Indiana University, then
formed J & J Nash Consulting to service South Bend area small business computers and LanTastic and
Novell networks before Microsoft decided to add LAN support to their operating system. In 1996 he
closed J & J Nash to teach Electrical Engineering Technology at Purdue University in South Bend.

He left Purdue in 1998 to accept employment as a Senior Software Analyst at Agristats, Inc. in
Fort Wayne, Indiana where he crafted several innovative evolutionary improvements to the business
operations  and  accounting  processes,  including  modernizing  their  data  collection  process  from  a
bulletin board system which required dedicated support personnel to talk some 700 clients through the
actions needed to call the BBS and upload their financial reporting data by telephone modem each
week, into an automated Internet email based system that required no special help for their customers.
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He also automated part of the previously manual audit process by automatically extracting the relevant
data from the incoming customer email and inputting the data directly into the existing legacy database
systems. Mr. Nash says that Agristats, Inc. was the best company that he ever worked with. But he
worked himself out of a job: twelve years of aerospace design experience, an amazing gift for creating
cost effective practical solutions to difficult management and technical problems, and his job search
remained fruitless after several weeks: at 49 years old he was considered too “old” for a technologist.

Mr. Nash felt a divine direction to transfer his knowledge to local residents who were also out
of work so that they could become employed. Expecting to be stonewalled, he called the Fort Wayne
office  of  the  Indiana  Department  of  Workforce  Development,  WorkOne.  Amazingly,  his  call  was
immediately forwarded to the DWD manager for North East Indiana. Meetings, site visits, and other
interactions ensued, but ultimately there was a stream of clients coming to Adult Life Training from
WorkOne. The most challenging WorkOne clients were sent to our new computer job skills classes,
some of them were getting jobs, and the State of Indiana recognized Mr. Nash (along with others) for
his contributions to the community in a ceremony at the State House in Indianapolis on September 16,
2004. Adult Life Training, Inc. was recognized as a tax exempt public charity effective February 2004
and we never looked back.

Since this unlikely beginning, we have written and re-written computer job skills curriculum,
the State of Indiana has made some excellent hard job skill training curriculum available through our
agency, and we have built  many new relationships and articulations with other area charities.  Our
primary benefactors are the Abundant Life Church, which provides occupancy and utilities so that we
have  a  place  to  operate,  Catholic  Charities  which  administers  the  Senior  Community  Service
Employment Program (SCSEP) and provides many of our trainees, Fort Wayne Housing Authority
which occasionally has clients for training, the State of Indiana, which provides the WIN System job
skills training curriculum, and the Nash family which provides our unpaid volunteer instructors. In
February 2017 Adult Life Training, Inc. will be 14 years.
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Year in Review

Services and Beneficiaries

The  people  most  frequently  served  were  displaced  older  workers  or  generational  social
dependents. Referrals came from other local agencies and walk-in clients came from the public, ALC
church  members,  Building  Blocks  Daycare  employees,  or  Horizon  Christian  Academy  staff  and
students, who knew of the lab in advance and came to use the Internet or computers during their lunch
break or before or after work, Fort Wayne Housing Authority clients, and Catholic Charities SCSEP
“Senior Aides”. 

Adult Life Training, Inc. offered training in several employment and life skills related areas:

1. Computer Job Skills

2. DWD WIN System

3. Financial Literacy

4. Personal Responsibility and Time Management 

5. Business English Literacy

6. Some on-demand individual tutoring

7. Technical Support for other area public charities

Client Statistics

Adult Life Training, Inc. served over 855 people during year 2016, as of December 7, 2016.
The numbers are understated because many people do not sign the attendance sheets.

Of  the  855 persons  helped,  467 (54.62%) were  male  and  388 (45.38%) were  female.  277
(32.4%) were White, 488 (57.08%) were Black, 90 (10.53%) were Hispanic or Latino, and 0 were
other. A table is provided at the end of this document.

Six Dave Ramsey Financial Literacy (FPU) groups were conducted helping a total of 30 people,
14 (46.67%) were male, 16 (53.33%) were female, 15 (48.39%) were white, 15 (48.39%) were black, 1
(3.23%) was Hispanic or Latino, and 0 were other. A table is provided at the end of this document.
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According to the government database on Census.gov there are estimated to be 368,450 persons
in Allen County, 51.2% of which are female, 80.7% are white, 12.1% are black, and 7.3% Hispanic or
Latino. By these numbers were are doing fairly well in serving minorities, however we would like to
attract a few more women.

Those in formal training classes learned computer job skills, internet job search, office software,
business  English  literacy,  financial  literacy,  cultural  expectations  in  the  hidden  expectations  and
customs of the middle class work environment, and practical instruction in how to form their own
business and how to manage / benefit from taxation differences in the three business forms available in
Indiana.

Significant Events

Financial Literacy

We have had uncanny success in both Financial Literacy using the purchased Financial Peace
University (FPU) material and with training SCSEP participants in computer job skills. As an example,
the three families in the FPU Class that finished 11/21 started with $131,000 dollars in debt over and
above their mortgages, only $2,300 cash available, and 15 credit cards. During the nine weeks required
for FPU training that group paid off $30,000 in debt, increased available cash to $4,600, and got rid of
1/3 of their credit cards. Individuals’ monetary donations are a strong indicator of whether or not they
value something: the rapport was strong enough that they all donated at the end of the classes. 

The FPU curriculum was purchased with part of the grant from 3Rivers Federal Credit Union
Foundation. FPU teaches how to get and stay out of debt, then invest for the future, so that people can
benefit from the money they earn instead of sending most of it to banks or bill collectors. Several
million families have used this program successfully and the main protagonist, Dave Ramsey, is an
engaging motivational speaker. Brian Thompson of Abundant Life Church has been teaching this for
several years and we purchased it upon his recommendation. Our sixth (6 th) FPU group ran from Sept
19th through November 21st with three families from the Fort Wayne community and it was very well
received. 

SCSEP “Senior Aides”

Reports from Catholic Charities are that between 1/3 and 1/2 of SCSEP Senior Aides trained at
our  charity  gain  actual  un-subsidized  employment.  This  is  unheard  of  with  this  population!  The
Director of the SCSEP Federal program (at that time Doug Smith) has told me they favor ALC (which
provides our occupancy) because they know that we at Adult Life Training, Inc. genuinely care about
people. 
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We had two SCSEP groups in 2016, and I think three in 2015. Groups average six people. At
one point we had two groups of six concurrently, one morning and one afternoon, but it proved to be
disruptive of the other organizations which share the ALC campus. SCSEP groups start with a full day
of Orientation and then the Aides work and train Tuesday through Friday each week. Each SCSEP
group takes about six months for us to train while they get paid minimum wage 20 hours a week, 10
hours of which is job skills training and 10 hours of which is helping to clean ALC. 

Passion Planners

We received a small  gift  of several 2016 Passion Planners from Passion Planner LLC. The
planners teach goal setting and time management. They were used with the Senior Aides in the same
time slot as the FPU training once the FPU training was complete. The planners normally cost $30
each, and so far we don’t have funding to buy more. 

Mobile Device Classes

We have nine 10.1” Android tablets that cost us about $85 each – they are Chinese and aging,
new in  box.  The  class  that  I  expected  to  teach  with  them never  happened  due  to  my own time
constraints  and  lack  of  help.  They  are  nice  tablets,  cheap,  and  come  with  a  leather  case  and
occasionally with pop up ads. We hope to use them later this year in teaching mobile device use to
Senior Aides.

Significant Trends
Several trends relevant to the business climate could be identified in the past eight years and

some sharp changes could be identified in the last two months.

Employment & Hiring

Pre-2017

The  last  eight  years  have  been  characterized  by  progressively  deteriorating  employment
opportunities. Eighty percent (80%) of our economy is from small and home based businesses – those
with  eight  or  fewer  employees  –  and  these  business  have  weathered  the  worst  of  the  economic
downturn from past anti-business political policies. 

The official position is that the “unemployment rate” for December 2016 was 4.7%. According
to  the  US Census  Bureau  (http://census.gov)  324,392,413  people  live  in  the  United  States  at  the
moment  I  am writing this  report,  not  including illegal  aliens.  74,181,467 were  under  age 18,  and
49,972,181 were older than 62, so 200,239,765 were of working age. The Bureau of Labor Statistics
(http://bls.gov) shows 152,111,000 are employed. This means 48,128,765 or 31.641% are not working.
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If the 20 – 30 million “undocumented workers”, that is illegal aliens, are added into the census then the
actual rate of non-working American citizens is about 34%. 

This does not include the deprivation endured by minimum-wage and below minimum wage
households,  which  according  to  https://www.bls.gov/opub/reports/minimum-wage/2015/home.htm
were 3.3% of hourly paid workers in year 2015. The burden of social support costs born by working
citizens has steadily increased to where roughly 20% of the population is receiving some type of social
support.

Outlook for 2017

Observed changes from November 2016 through January 2017 suggests a radical uptick in
employment is possible. There is normally an increase in hiring in January each year as companies get
their budgets for the year and begin hiring accordingly. Based upon the quantity and quality of job
postings over the last two months it appears better paying jobs, about one third (1/3) of which are in
manufacturing related areas, are becoming more common. Prior job postings were two to three per day
and for low or minimum wage jobs in service (cleaning, low end food service, and similar jobs) but
most of what I have seen the last month have been five to six per day for $10 - $18 per hour jobs, many
with full benefits from a diverse group of employers: several for assembly line or transportation jobs, a
large local university for clerical or counseling jobs, the Census Bureau, some local charities, and so
forth. The dearth could be ending. 

This increase in hiring both because it is the first quarter of the year and because of drastically
improved confidence that the economy will  improve and oppressive business regulations  will  ease
should greatly help at motivating and placing participants in lasting, un-subsidized employment. The
problem is that potential employees still need to be capable of doing the job, so some training is needed
both to qualify for employment and to search for employment (as contemporary job searching is done
almost exclusively by computer through the Internet).

Manufacturing

Political philosophy is the curse of the working class. The Knowledge or Information Economy
is one such curse. It is seen as the latest stage of development in global economic restructuring. Thus
far,  they  say,  the  developed world  has  transitioned  from an  agricultural  economy to  an  industrial
economy to  a  post-industrial/mass  production  economy to  a  knowledge  economy.  The  knowledge
economy does not produce any tangible product but rather information. There are three problems with
this approach: 1) any such transitions do not occur abruptly rather they gradually change over time with
manifestations  of  both  (old  and  new  economies)  overlapping,  2)  manufacturing  workers  do  not
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suddenly become computer operators just because a politician announced that we are transitioning to a
knowledge economy, thus such unnatural changes displace a large number of workers, and 3) even the
philosophers  are  having  trouble  explaining  exactly  what  constitutes  this  knowledge  that  we  are
creating.

There are many people right now who are very able to perform manufacturing jobs but have no
hope  of  ever  operating  a  computer  professionally.  There  are  many  young  adults  who  are  under-
educated when they leave high school and who lack sufficient skills to enter college or perform any
highly technical work. Very few people in the US population are capable of highly technical creative
work – programming computers, elaborate data analysis, or else that requires a higher than average
level of mental agility. These people can easily be productive in manufacturing on an assembly line but
they will always be excluded from working in an exclusively knowledge economy.

The good news is that after years of seeing US factories close and manufacturing jobs move to
third world nations  with little  or no moral  aversion to  abusing employees,  the trend has suddenly
reversed. While knowledge workers will be a highly paid and important part of our economy, they will
always be a small part: manufacturing permits more participation and if they learn sufficient computer
skills  to search for a job those who have been disenfranchised over the last decade may well find
copacetic employment over the next.

Mobile Workforce

One of the prevalent themes over the last decade has been the acceptance and transition to
mobile devices for some types of work. Both the Free Software Foundation and Microsoft Corporation
have been moving toward mobile devices. 

The Free Software Foundation released their list of software priorities for this year and it is
topped with items related to mobility: a free smartphone operating system named “Replicant” and an
intelligent, voice-enabled personal assistant. This is a group that has historically resisted the use of
smart phones due to the possibility of smart phones being used to spy on the owner. Their commitment
to a veritably spyware-free mobile device is significant. 

Microsoft  Corporation  has  changed  the  thrust  of  its  marketing  philosophy  to  make  their
products available for most devices, including Internet of Things (IoT) devices such as weather stations
and small  appliances around the office and home.  This  includes  many kinds  of devices that  were
previously  only  Android  (Linux)  or  Apple  based.  Linux  has  and  will  remain  a  huge  factor,  but
Microsoft has recognized the importance of universal interoperability, adjusted their product offering
accordingly, and even joined the Linux Foundation.
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New Services
In  recognition  of  the  transition  toward  mobile  devices  and  universal  access  to  personal

documents, we purchased ten 10.1 inch Android Tablets and requested and received a donation from
Microsoft  Corporation  of  100  seats  for  their  corporate  level  Office  365  on-line  (“cloud”)  office
services. We are teaching Office 365 alongside the desktop versions of Office 2016 and LibreOffice 5.
Our mobile devices purchased in 2016 will be used for additional training after the desktop training is
completed in the third quarter of 2017.

Looking Forward

Immediate Future Plans
I do not see any incoming grants in first quarter 2017. Largely this is because we do not have a

grant writing team. Two or three more Directors must be recruited and a grant writing team formed,
then the grant writing process needs to begin in earnest.

The first Financial Peace University (FPU) class of 2017 started January 2 and group #2 started
January 3. Group #3 is set to start in cooperation with ALC on Monday, March 6. We will continue to
offer FPU at roughly nine week intervals throughout the year.

The current Senior Aides (SCSEP) Federal group started Dec 12, 2016. Roughly six months out
(July 2017) the current Senior Aides group will have finished their instructor lead desktop computer
classes and will start mobile device classes. We will use the 10.1 inch tablet devices in storage here but
curriculum will need to be written ahead. 

Operating and Financial Review
Summary

Our financials are posted on our web site. We had a little over $11K come in and go out in
actual cash, and as of now the charity has $96.57 in checking and $200.21 in savings. We also received
$28,870 as in-kind donations, mostly from Microsoft as software licenses. Our most valuable capital
equipment is the eight new computer workstations, a rack computer server and sound system, two 55”
LED LCD screens, two 42” LED LCD screens, two round tables, 18 chairs, a microwave oven, a glass
office  desk,  10  office  stenographer  chairs,  six  massively  heavy  adjustable  ‘ergonomic’ 1960’s  era
computer desks, some file cabinets, wall art, small office tools, and coffee supplies. 
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Grants Received

In  the  year  2016 we received a  nice  grant  of  $10,000 from 3Rivers  Federal  Credit  Union
Foundation which provided funds to  1) modernize the lab and office computers,  2) purchase FPU
curriculum, and 3) purchase tablets for a mobile device class that I did not have time to create. We also
received a grant of $1,000 from Aetna Employees with which we purchased the two smaller (42”)
screens placed over the computers in the Bridge Room so that students can see what the instructor is
doing and follow along. Without the screens it was necessary for the instructor to verbally describe
every move, and this was maddening for all concerned. Aetna also provided what I estimated as $2,600
in coffee supplies mid summer in 2015 which lasted us up into 2016. 

Computer Equipment for use in Training

We should get seven to ten years of service from these new computers. Each is configured with
23” LED flat screen, speakers, a six-core 3.5GHz processor, 8GB RAM, solid state disk drive (SSD),
keyboard, mouse, and an uninterruptable power supply (UPS) which includes power line protection.
The student workstations are programmed to dual boot with both the latest version of Mint Linux and
Microsoft Windows 10 Enterprise. 

The two 55” LED LCD screens on the wall of the Community Room and the rack server in the
Community Room are six years old but should provide several more years of service. The two 42”
screens on the wall of the Bridge Room over the workstations are new and should last at least ten years.

We need an insurance policy to replace equipment should something get broken. 

Hospitality Equipment

Our microwave oven broke. It was donated years back by the Luna Family “My Pretty House
Designs” company.  Bro.  Ballard had a  microwave oven on a shelf  in  his  garage which he kindly
donated.

Our 30-year old BUNN Pour-O-Matic coffee maker needs repair or replacement. The BUNN
Pour-O-Matic served well, but it is now leaking all over the counter. This machine is on loan to us from
the Nash family. The most similar product available is the BUNN VPR which is selling for between
$210.99 and $429.98 on Amazon. A $30 residential type Mr. Coffee will not work well in this setting: a
commercial quality machine is needed.
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Income Statement
For Period Covering 01/01/2016 to 12/14/2016
Revenues

Donations $39.44
Coffee Fund $132.00
In Kind $18,270.00
Projects $10,405.50

Interest earned   $0.19
Total Revenue $28,847.13

Expenses
Internet Website Hosting   $31.82
Maintenance $256.06
Office Furniture and Equipment   $40.40
Office Supplies   $97.12
Coffee Supplies $169.21
Postage $175.32
Projects

Financial Literacy Project $3,000.65
Fund Raising    $175.86
Lab Upgrade 2016 $4,920.49
Tablet Awareness Project    $765.81
Software Licenses $19,165.00

Staff Meeting    $8.37
Total Expenses $28,806.11
Net income for Period        $41.02
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Balance Sheet
As Of 12/14/2016

Assets

Savings $200.19

Checking $67.17

Total Assets $267.36

Liabilities

1099 Contractors

John Nash $256.76

Total Liabilities $256.76

Equity

Opening Balances $400.41

Retained Losses $389.81

Total Equity   $10.60

Total Liabilities & Equity $267.36
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Cash Flow
01/01/2016 to 12/14/2016

Money into selected accounts comes from

Rebates on Lab Upgrade 2016 $118.78
Income:Donations $39.44
Income:Donations:Coffee Fund $132.00
Income:Donations:Projects:3RFCU $10,000.00
Income:Donations:Projects:Aetna $300.00
Income:Donations:Projects:Amazon $5.50
Income:Donations:Projects:Rebates $100.00
Income:Interest earned $0.19
Liabilities:1099 Contractors:John Nash $550.00
Money In $11,245.91

Money out of selected accounts goes to

Expense:Internet Website Hosting      $31.82
Expense:Maintenance    $256.06
Expense:Office Furniture and Equipment      $40.40
Expense:Office Supplies      $97.12
Expense:Office Supplies:Coffee Supplies    $169.21
Expense:Postage    $175.32
Expense:Projects:Financial Literacy Project $3,000.65
Expense:Projects:Fund Raising    $175.86
Expense:Projects:Lab Upgrade 2016 $5,039.27
Expense:Projects:Tablet Awareness Project    $765.81
Expense:Software Licenses    $895.00
Expense:Staff Meeting        $8.37
Liabilities:1099 Contractors:John Nash    $373.24
Money Out $11,028.13

Difference      $217.78
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Demographics
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Employment Situation Data for December 2016
From https://www.bls.gov/news.release/empsit.t01.htm

US Census Data for December 2016
from http://www.census.gov/prod/cen2010/briefs/c2010br-03.pdf
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